
NFTs: FRIEND or FOMO?
An introduction for traditional visual artists & crypto-novices



DISCLAIMER

Therefore, the resources and information contained in this presentation may be outdated 

before this presentation is even finished.

The views presented in this presentation are the speakers’ alone and do not necessarily reflect 

the view of Artwork Archive as a company, and should not be considered as legal advice.

The technology discussed in this presentation is evolving by the minute. 



KEY TERMS
● Cryptography: the science of protecting information by transforming it into a secure format. Definition.

● Blockchain: an online record of transactions backed by cryptography. 

You can think of this as a distributed digital ledger where records of all transactions are recorded and stored in 

many places at the same time. Data or information on the blockchain cannot be changed once it’s recorded and it 

is visible to all.  More information here.

● Cryptocurrency (vs. Fiat currency): A cryptocurrency is a medium of exchange that is digital, encrypted and 

decentralized. Source: Forbes Fiat money is a government-issued currency that is not backed by a physical 

commodity, such as gold or silver, but rather by the government that issued it. Source: Investopedia

● Smart Contract: a contract expressed in code that is designed to carry out a set of instructions 

automatically—once pre-programmed conditions are met. More information here.

● Wallet: Crypto wallets store your private keys, keeping your crypto safe and accessible. They also allow you to 
send, receive, and spend cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. More information here and here.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cryptography
https://www.coinbase.com/learn/crypto-basics/plp-what-is-a-blockchain?utm_source=google_search_nb&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=1724683336&utm_content=113685634057&utm_term=blockchain%20explained&utm_creative=489097321871&cb_device=c&cb_placement=&cb_country=us&cb_city=open&cb_language=en_us&gclid=Cj0KCQiAq7COBhC2ARIsANsPATGjKyAyQp4rupfGLegtXiPHNIGWNAvKeFKMJi4F4njvV-GjTt9vU2IaAqnIEALw_wcB
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/investing/what-is-cryptocurrency/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiatmoney.asp
https://medium.com/lansaar/nfts-and-smart-contracts-6c4c5516d5a0
https://www.businessinsider.com/crypto-wallet
https://n26.com/en-eu/blog/what-is-a-crypto-wallet


Non-Fungible Token
NFT Definition

A peer-reviewed article, published in October 2021 in the journal Nature, explains NFTs as follows;

“An NFT is a unit of data stored on a blockchain that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore 

not interchangeable, while offering a unique digital certificate of ownership for the NFT. 

More broadly, an NFT allows to establish the “provenance” of the assigned digital object, offering 

indisputable answers to such questions as who owns, previously owned, and created the NFT, as well as 

which of the many copies is the original.

Originally NFTs were part of the Ethereum blockchain but increasingly more blockchains have 

implemented their own versions of NFTs.”

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-00053-8


THE FIRST NFT…
The first NFT was created in 2014 by artist Kevin McCoy and 

tech entrepreneur Anil Dash, as part of the New Museum’s tech incubator “hackathon”.

No one cared.

In 2018, Ethereum developers announced the ERC-721 standard, which would become the standard 

for non-fungible tokens.

In 2021, Christie’s sold a work by the digital artist Beeple as an NFT for $69 million. 

Now, NFTs are a billion dollar industry. The FOMO is real. 

Source: NPR “On the Media” featuring Anil Dash

https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/beeple-first-5000-days/beeple-b-1981-1/112924
https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/otm/segments/meme-known-cryptocurrencys-biggest-scam-now-nft-on-the-media


NFT TIMELINE

1990s 2008 2014 2021

Stuart Haber & 

Scott Stornetta 

invent “time- 

stamping of digital 

documents” - this 

technology paved 

the way for 

blockchain and 

Bitcoin (source)

Satoshi Nakamoto 

publishes the Bitcoin 

whitepaper, 

essentially inventing 

cryptocurrency, 

which runs on 

blockchain 

technology

Kevin McCoy and 

Anil Dash create the 

first NFT as part of 

the New Museum’s 

hackathon

(Source: The Atlantic, feature 

article written by Anil Dash)

2018

Ethereum 

blockchain 

developers release 

the ERC-721 token, 

which becomes the 

standard for NFTs

(source)

Christie’s sells 

Beeple’s work for 

$69million to a 

crypto-billionaire, 

setting off the 

NFT Fomo frenzy

(source)

https://coingeek.com/stuart-haber-and-scott-stornetta-how-our-timestamping-mechanism-was-used-in-bitcoin-video/
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/04/nfts-werent-supposed-end-like/618488/
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-721
https://news.artnet.com/market/christies-nft-beeple-69-million-1951036


WHAT DO NFTs MEAN FOR ARTISTS?



For digital artists, NFTs allow access to a new marketplace by creating digital scarcity 

and digital ownership. 

For traditional artists, NFTs can accentuate revenue, or distract from an artist’s core 

practice … and be costly.

Winning (and losing) in the NFT space depends on how digitally-savvy you are, and 

usually correlates to an artist’s pre-existing online following.



NFT Opportunities

● Smart Contracts = Artist Royalties

● New Outlets & Access to a Younger Demographic

● New Ways to Express Your Creativity 



 NFT Challenges
● Increasing Market Saturation**

● Technical barriers to entry, for 

both creators and collectors 

(+fees, etc.)

● Distraction from main artistic 

practice

**OpenSea, one of the most 

popular NFT marketplaces in the 

space, has over 80 million NFTs 

on display.

And a recent study conducted by 

OpenSea itself found that 80% of 

these are “fakes.” source

(and a y. 

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or individuals 

linked in this presentation. Those links are supplied as additional research options 

should you wish to further explore the topic and do not represent the views or 

opinions of Artwork Archive

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/nft-marketplace-shuts-citing-rampant-fakes-plagiarism-problem-2022-02-11/


NFT Stats **The largest number of Primary NFT 
Sales were for $100 or less. 

33.6% of Primary Sales were $100 or less
20.0% of Primary Sales were $100-$200
11.1% of Primary Sales were $200-$300
7.7% of Primary Sales were $300-$400
3.9% of Primary Sales were $400–500
3.3% of Primary Sales were $500-$600
2.5% of Primary Sales were $600–$700, etc.

● Number of unique buyers: 895,000 
(source)

● Just 10% of traders accounted for 85% 
of all NFT transactions, according to 
research published in the journal Nature 
(source)

● Over 50% of NFTs sold are under $200 
(source)**

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or individuals 

linked in this presentation. Those links are supplied as additional research options 

should you wish to further explore the topic and do not represent the views or 

opinions of Artwork Archive

https://forkast.news/headlines/number-unique-nft-buyers-soars-high-january/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/nft-sales-hit-25-billion-2021-growth-shows-signs-slowing-2022-01-10/
https://thatkimparker.medium.com/most-artists-are-not-making-money-off-nfts-and-here-are-some-graphs-to-prove-it-c65718d4a1b8


NFT Stats continued…
● 80% of adults in the US still don’t know what an NFT is. 

● The average NFT has the same carbon footprint created by more than a 
month of electricity usage by an EU citizen 
(thankfully, this is rapidly changing & for the better…)

● The value of ethereum  and other cryptocurrencies is incredibly volatile >>>
source

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or individuals 

linked in this presentation. Those links are supplied as additional research options 

should you wish to further explore the topic and do not represent the views or 

opinions of Artwork Archive

https://news.yahoo.com/only-20-of-americans-familiar-with-nf-ts-4-million-have-used-survey-165016231.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFQUOyGJFpPQMaKX79DPXB_zNZzrG1f-7FwUQJTJO0A0E44wIr1vcPi1uXf3L0s64WhPYLSza7EnqJfKvy0vH5ROquqMWDi6yEv-dN8clwRttO7u7Y9JNmtqMTlI2j1z81MQ54LBNiozSTEy4D0N71RKTqlAAaVpVxsf3M-NKh7I
https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/15/22328203/nft-cryptoart-ethereum-blockchain-climate-change
https://time.com/nextadvisor/investing/cryptocurrency/ethereum-price-history/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ethereum/


NFT-CURIOUS ARTIST? 
YOU SHOULD…

1. Educate yourself: If this is something you are interested in, it’s a good time to educate yourself 

about this new technology. Some thought leaders in the space are included on the last slide.

2. Be patient and focus on your art: This technology is developing at a frenetic pace, so don’t 

despair if you need more time to get up to speed. Jumping on the bandwagon before truly 

understanding the nuances of NFTs could cost you in the long run.

3. Join a community (Discord, etc) and develop your network: The NFT audience differs from the 

traditional art collector audience in where they congregate and how they interact with the 

market. NFT collectors and “creators” are on Discord and Twitter, although having tens of 

thousands of Instagram followers is also helpful.



WHAT DO NFTs MEAN FOR COLLECTORS?



NFTs are typically purchased by collectors for one of four reasons: 

1. Cultural Flex

2. Membership

3. Patronage

4. Speculation



HOW TO BUY NFTs



Major Blockchains & Cryptocurrencies:

● Ethereum/ Ether ETH - Ethereum 

blockchain is the genesis of original NFT, 

known as the “ERC-721 token”

● Bitcoin 

● Tezos / XTZ

● Kusama (KSM) / Polkadot (DOT): How 

are these related?

● Polygon (Matic)

● FLOW (Flow)

● USDC (stablecoin)

● Solana

● DAI (stablecoin)

Major NFT marketplaces:

○ OpenSea
○ Foundation (artists list by invite only)
○ SuperRare
○ Rarible
○ NiftyGateway (accepts Fiat)
○ Makersplace

Sources on How to Buy an NFT: 

Coinbase, Wired, Cointelegraph

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or 

individuals linked in this presentation. Those links are supplied as additional 

research options should you wish to further explore the topic and do not represent 

the views or opinions of Artwork Archive

https://ethereum.org/en/
https://ethereum.org/en/nft/
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/tezos.asp
https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/kusama-ksm/
https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/polkadot-dot/
https://www.kraken.com/en-us/compare/polkadot-vs-kusama
https://www.kraken.com/en-us/compare/polkadot-vs-kusama
https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/polygon-matic/
https://www.kraken.com/en-us/learn/what-is-flow
https://www.circle.com/en/usdc
https://solana.com/
https://decrypt.co/resources/dai-explained-guide-ethereum-stablecoin
https://opensea.io/
https://foundation.app/
https://superrare.com/
https://rarible.com/
https://niftygateway.com/
https://makersplace.com/
https://www.coinbase.com/learn/crypto-basics/how-to-buy-nft
https://www.wired.com/story/how-to-buy-sell-nfts/
https://cointelegraph.com/nonfungible-tokens-for-beginners/the-nft-marketplace-how-to-buy-and-sell-nonfungible-tokens


HOW TO CREATE NFTs



“How to” 
Resources:

● The Verge

● Coinbase

● 101 Blockchains

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or individuals linked in this 

presentation. Those links are supplied as additional research options should you wish to further 

explore the topic and do not represent the views or opinions of Artwork Archive

https://www.theverge.com/22809090/nft-create-opensea-rarible-cryptocurrency-ethereum-collectibles-how-to
https://www.coindesk.com/learn/minting-your-first-nft-a-beginners-guide-to-creating-an-nft/
https://101blockchains.com/nft-minting/


NFT Trends
○ “Collections” instead of series

○ “Attributes” & Generative art

○ Digital animation trends (i.e. endless 

loop)

○ Timed drops and auctions

○ Community mostly on Twitter, Discord, 

Instagram

○ Many of the most successful “NFT artists” 

already have tens of thousands of social 

media followers >>>>>>

“...if you click through the drops on Nifty 

Gateway, it quickly becomes clear that the 

artists here are obviously selected based on 

their number of followers. 

You can also just look at the postings on 

Instagram from Nifty Gateway about the 

drops: @__baeige__ 59k, @reisingerandres 

98.7k, @justinmaller 137k, @blakekathyrin 

79.9k, @ mad.dog.jones 254k, @superplatstic 

1.2M , @chadknight 217k, @fvckrender 332k 

…”

-Anika Meier

translated from German from an article published in 

Monopol

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or individuals 

linked in this presentation. Those links are supplied as additional research options 

should you wish to further explore the topic and do not represent the views or 

opinions of Artwork Archive



SOME INTERESTING PEOPLE 
TO FOLLOW IN THE NFT (ART)WORLD

Kevin Rose, entrepreneur

Gary Vaynerchuk, entrepreneur

Andrew Wang, entrepreneur

Art Blocks, generative art platform (SNOWFRO)

Johann König, gallerist

Nancy Baker Cahill, artist

Kate Vass Gallery

Casey Reas, artist & founder of Feral File

Anika Meier, critic & curator

Ryan McGinness, artist & researcher

Kevin & Jennifer McCoy, artists

Olive Allen, artist

Dread Scott, artist

Adam Lindemann, gallerist & collector

Cryptopunks & Larva Labs 

(auction record)

Refik Anadol, artist

Simon Denny, artist

Amy Whitaker, Professor & author

Kevin Abosch, artist

Georg Bak, art advisor

gmoney, influencer

XCOPY, NFT artist
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https://www.kevinrose.com/
https://www.garyvaynerchuk.com/
https://twitter.com/andrwwang?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.artblocks.io/
https://www.instagram.com/koeniggalerie/?hl=en
https://nancybakercahill.com/
https://www.katevassgalerie.com/
https://reas.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/712094/an-artist-centered-nft-platform/?fbclid=IwAR3F7MpFFRXb7YxmnKFyUyqL4-fchqdNhCg7rUEzQy4Zp9jEjWZuEh005bI
https://www.instagram.com/anika/?hl=en
https://www.ryanmcginness.com/
https://www.ryanmcginness.com/sites/default/files/user-uploads/%2B%20RM.NFT_.Primer.pdf
https://www.mccoyspace.com/
https://oliveallen.com/
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/white-male-for-sale-dread-scott-nft-christies-1234603869/
https://getpodcast.com/pl/podcast/proof2/collector-spotlight-famed-art-collector-adam-lindemann-on-bridging-art_2979558440
https://www.larvalabs.com/cryptopunks
https://www.sothebys.com/en/buy/auction/2021/natively-digital-cryptopunk-7523/cryptopunk-7523
https://refikanadol.com/
https://simondenny.net/
https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/people/amy-whitaker
https://www.kevinabosch.com/
https://cadaf.art/advisoryboard/georg-bak
https://www.instagram.com/gmoneynft/?hl=en
https://xcopy.art/


THANK YOU!

We do not endorse or have any affiliations with any of the organizations or individuals linked in this presentation. 

Those links are supplied as additional research options should you wish to further explore the topic 

and do not represent the views or opinions of Artwork Archive


